We quantify this connection, and argue that a measurement of the Higgs couplings at the per-cent level would provide a serious and robust test of naturalness.
Introduction
The recent discovery of a new particle, roughly consistent with the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson, has opened a new window into physics at the electroweak scale. In the next decade, the Higgs physics will enter the precision era, in which the goal will be to measure the properties of this particle, in particular its couplings, with the highest possible accuracy. Besides the continuing experiments at the LHC, the idea of a next-generation electron-positron collider such as the International Linear Collider (ILC) is currently under active discussion, with precise measurements of the Higgs couplings as its prime motivation [1] . Such a facility would be capable of measuring several couplings at a per cent level. It is important to understand the implications that these measurements could have on our ideas about physics beyond the Standard Model.
Predictions of many SM extensions for the Higgs couplings have already been extensively studied. In this paper, we point out a very general, and important, feature of such predictions.
In any model which stabilizes the Higgs mass against radiative corrections by postulating weaklycoupled new physics, the amount of fine-tuning required to obtain the observed electroweak scale is inversely correlated with the size of certain non-SM contributions to the Higgs couplings to photons and gluons. In other words, if the fine-tuning is required to be at or below a certain level, a model-independent lower bound on the deviations of these Higgs couplings from the SM can be placed (assuming no cancellations between contributions from various sources). Conversely, if a precise measurement of the Higgs couplings shows no deviation from the SM, a certain amount of fine-tuning would be required. We will quantify these statements, and show that per-cent level Higgs coupling measurements, expected to be achievable at the next-generation experimental facilities, would provide a serious test of naturalness of the electroweak scale. This gives a clear and compelling physics motivation for such measurements.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the general argument for the correlation between naturalness and loop-induced Higgs couplings to gluons and photons. The key observation is that the same object, the Higgs-dependent mass of the top partner (or partners), determines the dominant radiative corrections to the Higgs mass parameter, via the ColemanWeinberg (CW) potential, and the top partner contributions to the Higgs couplings to gluons and photons, via the well-known "low-energy theorems" [2] . In Section 3, we study the correlation between fine-tuning and Higgs couplings quantitatively, using a simple toy model with a single top partner (scalar or fermion) as the benchmark. In Section 4, we explore how the picture may be affected by the presence of a second top partner, and find that excepting small regions of parameter space where accidental cancellations occur, the conclusions of the benchmark one-partner analysis remain valid. We discuss our findings and conclude in Section 5. The starting point of our analysis is a single Higgs doublet H with the SM tree-level potential
This hypothesis is the simplest interpretation of the LHC discovery consistent with all other experimental data. In particular, there is no evidence in the data of H mixing with other scalar fields, and the constraints on such mixing are now quite stringent. In the SM, the measurements of the Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev) and mass provide precise values for the parameters in the potential:
How natural are these parameters? To address this question, we need to consider quantum corrections to the potential (1) . At the one-loop order, these corrections are conveniently given by the Coleman-Weinberg (CW) formula
where the sum runs over all particles in the model, and g k and F k is the multiplicity and fermion number of each particle, respectively. For example, for a gauge-singlet complex scalar, g = 2 and F = 0; for a gauge-singlet Dirac fermion, g = 4 and F = 1. Here h/ √ 2 is the real part of the U (1) em -neutral component of H; in the SM vacuum, h = 246 GeV. The one-loop correction to the Higgs mass parameter is given by
In the SM, the largest contribution to the CW potential comes from the top quark, since the top Yukawa is the strongest coupling of the Higgs:
where Λ is the scale at which all loop integrals in V CW are cut off. Since we expect Λ M EW , the quantum correction to µ from the top loop is unreasonably large, and would require fine-tuning if no new physics is present. If the theory is weakly coupled at the TeV scale, the only way to avoid fine-tuning is to introduce a new particle, the top partner, with mass at or below the TeV [6, 7] or 5-dimensional composite Higgs models [8] . 2 In either case, the top partner mass has the form
where we allow for the possibility of multiple top partners labeled by T i , and drop the terms of higher order in h. By dimensional analysis, such higher-order terms need to be suppressed by powers of a mass scale; our approximation is valid if this mass scale is v. The absence of a term linear in h in the mass is a consequence of the top partners' vector-like SU (2) charges. The combined top sector contribution to the quadratic terms in the Higgs potential is
Cancellation of the quadratic divergence yields the sum rule
This sum rule is imposed by the symmetry of the theory in both SUSY and Little Higgs. The remaining fine-tuning can be quantified by taking the ratio of the quantum correction to µ 2 to its measured value:
If ∆ 1, the theory must be fine-tuned to accommodate the observed EWSB. Note that ∆ only measures fine-tuning in the Higgs mass parameter; we assume that the observed quartic coupling can be generated with no additional fine-tuning. In certain specific models, such as the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), a significant loop contribution to the quartic is required, which in turn implies strong constraints on the top sector and associated fine-tuning in the Higgs mass parameter. However, such correlations between the quartic and the mass are very model-dependent, and we will not take them into account in this analysis.
The effects of the top partners on the Higgs couplings first appear at the one-loop level.
The best place to look for such effects is in the couplings which vanish in the SM at the tree 1 The special role played by the stops, the partners of the top quarks, in determining the degree of naturalness of the electroweak scale in SUSY models was emphasized in Refs. [3] , and more recently in Refs. [4, 5] . 2 In principle, a spin-1 top partner is also a possibility [9] ; we will not consider this case here.
level. We focus on the couplings of the Higgs to gluons and photons. At the one-loop order, the contributions of particles with masses m h to these couplings are described by effective operators,
The Wilson coefficients can be found using the well-known "low-energy theorems" [2] :
where the first term is the contribution of the SM top loops, the sum runs over the top partners, and N c,i and Q i are the dimension of the SU (3) c representation and the electric charge (in units of electron charge) of the particle i. Note that the exact same objects, the Higgs-dependent masses of top partners m i (h), enter the CW potential and the Higgs couplings, providing a very general and robust connection between these quantities. In the approximation of Eq. (6), we obtain
The set of coefficients {m 0,i , c i } determines both the fine-tuning ∆ and the Wilson coefficients, generically resulting in a correlation between these quantities. Assuming that there are no other non-SM contributions to the Higgs couplings to photons and gluons, the deviations of these couplings from the SM in the presence of top partners are given by
where the contribution of the W loop has been taken into account in the photon coupling.
It should be noted that in the above discussion, we assumed that the top loop contribution to the Higgs couplings is exactly equal to its value in the SM. In some relevant models of new physics, this assumption is not valid, due to deviations of the top Yukawa from its SM value. Little Higgs models provide an example. In Little Higgs, the shift in the top loop contribution to hgg and hγγ couplings is of the same order as the top partner loop contributions to these couplings [10] ; moreover, a cancellation between these effects may occur due to the specific structure of the top mass matrix [11] . In this case, our analysis would not apply. Note, however, that in all examples that we are aware of, the shift in the top Yukawa is due to Higgs compositeness, at a scale not far above the electroweak scale. Such models also predict large, tree-level deviations of the Higgs couplings to W and Z bosons, which will be probed with high precision by any experiment capable of precise measurements of gluon and photon couplings.
Benchmark Model: a Single Top Partner
The simplest possibility is that there is a single top partner, in fundamental rep of SU (3) (8), and m 0,1 is the only free parameter in the predictions:
The correlation between the Higgs coupling deviations from the SM and the mass of the top partner is shown in Fig. 1 . For reference, we also show constraints obtained from a fit to the current LHC-7, LHC-8 [12, 13] and Tevatron [14] data, assuming that top-partner loops are the only non-SM contribution to Higgs couplings. A broad range of top partner masses in the region motivated by naturalness are currently allowed by data: the 95% c.l. limit on the top partner mass is about 320 GeV for a spin-0 top partner, and 400 GeV for a spin-1/2 partner. However, future precise measurements of the Higgs coupling at the LHC-14 and a future e + e − facility would probe much of the interesting parameter space. For example, a 1% measurement of the gluon coupling will probe the top partner masses in excess of 1 TeV, for both spin-0 and spin-1/2 top partners.
Since the one-partner model has only one free parameter, the deviations in gluon and photon couplings are correlated. This is shown in Fig. 2 , along with the current and future LHC constraints on the two couplings. (We used the information provided in Ref. [1] to estimate the LHC-14 contours.) It is clear that the constraints are strongly dominated by the gluon coupling measurement, due to both the slope of the trajectory and the stronger experimental bound on R g . If a deviation from the SM is observed, it would be straightforward to check whether it can be interpreted within the one-partner framework by simply checking whether the trajectories shown here intersect with the experimentally determined region. If the answer is positive, these measurements will also allow to unambiguously determine the top partner spin.
The connection between Higgs couplings and fine-tuning is illustrated more directly in Figs for a high-scale model.
We emphasize that the probe of naturalness advocated here is complementary to direct searches for top partners. Sensitivity of the direct searches, especially at hadron colliders such as the LHC, depends on details of the spectrum and the decay patterns of the produced top partners. For example, while the LHC "headline" direct bounds on stops are already about 600 − 700 GeV [15] , these bounds can be evaded in a variety of ways, e.g. "stealthy" [16] or compressed stop spectra, or R-parity violation. In contrast, the nature of the Higgs coupling deviations discussed here is very tightly connected to the restoration of naturalness, and the connection is essentially model-independent. Of course, the simple correlation exhibited in the benchmark one-partner models may be violated in more complicated setups, where for example cancellation among various loop contributions is in principle possible. We will investigate an example of this in the next section. Still, it is worth emphasizing that the "loopholes" inherent in the test of naturalness proposed here are completely different from the ones plaguing direct searches. Together, these techniques should provide an extremely powerful and robust test of naturalness.
Two Top Partners
Cancellation of the top loop divergence does not have to be achieved with a single new particle.
For example, in the MSSM, there are two spin-0 top partners,t 1 andt 2 , generically with different masses, both of which participate in divergence cancellation. Models with multiple top partners are characterized by multi-dimensional parameter spaces, even after the divergence cancellation sum rule is imposed. We expect that throughout most of the parameter space of a given model, the correlation between Higgs couplings and fine-tuning studied in Section 3 continues to hold.
However, there could be special regions of parameter space where it can fail, due to cancellations between contributions of the two top partners, either to the CW potential or to the Higgs couplings. To illustrate this, in this section we will consider a toy model with two spin-0 partners, both in fundamental rep of SU (3) and with electric charge 2/3. (These are the quantum number assignments of the MSSM stops, so the results of this section will approximately apply in that model; the correspondence becomes exact in the limit of soft masses large compared to v.
4 ) The model has four free parameters, {m 0,i , c i }, i = 1, 2; after the sum rule (8) is imposed, the number is reduced to 3. We choose to work in terms of
where m i = m 2 0,i + c i v 2 are the physical masses of the top partners, and m 1 < m 2 . Note that in the limits (µ → 1, any θ) and (θ → 0, any µ), the model reduces to the one-partner model with the same m 0,1 , considered in Section 3 above.
The main conclusion of our analysis of this model is that the correlation of the Higgs coupling deviations and fine-tuning, observed in the benchmark one-partner models of Section 3, is rather robust. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 . For example, suppose that the gluon coupling is found experimentally to agree with the SM prediction at a level of 1%. Interpreting this bound within a one-partner model places a lower bound on fine tuning of about 1/35 assuming Λ = 20 TeV.
The two-partner model can produce the gluon coupling within 1% of the SM value with smaller fine-tuning; however, the regions of parameter space where this occurs (shaded in green in Fig. 5) are rather small, so an accidental cancellation is clearly involved. Note also that such accidental reduction in fine-tuning can only occur when c 1 and c 2 have opposite signs (θ < 0). The accidental nature of the fine-tuning reduction is further illustrated in Fig. 6 : once the masses are fixed, finetuning drops significantly below the value inferred from the one-partner model only for a narrow range of the couplings.
In principle, cancellation of the top quadratic divergence may involve > 2 new particles, although we are not aware of any explicit model in which this is the case. It seems reasonable to conjecture that if this were the case, the correlation of Higgs coupling deviation and fine-tunings would persist, modulo possible accidental cancellations.
Conclusions
In this paper, we pointed out and quantified a correlation between the level of fine-tuning of electroweak symmetry breaking and the deviations of the Higgs couplings to photons and gluons from their SM values. The connection holds in a very large class of well-motivated models: the basic assumptions are that the physics at the weak/TeV scale is weakly coupled, and that the quadratic divergence in the Higgs mass from the SM top loop is canceled by loops of new A potential "loophole" in our argument is that the top partner contributions to the hgg and hγγ couplings may be canceled by other non-SM contributions to these vertices. In the case of multiple top partners, there is also the possibility of cancellations of the top partners' contributions to hgg and hγγ couplings among themselves. Typically, such cancellations should be regarded as accidental, and therefore unlikely. This was illustrated with an example of a two top partner model in Section 4. The only example that we are aware of where the cancellation of the top partner contributions to hgg and hγγ happens for a reason that seems inherent to the structure of the theory and not accidental is the model studied in Ref. [11] . However, the composite nature of the Higgs in that model implies large tree-level deviations of the Higgs couplings to W and Z bosons, and therefore it will still not escape detection via measurements of Higgs couplings.
So far, naturalness of the electroweak scale has been mainly probed through direct searches for the top partners, which will of course continue in the next decade. We emphasize the complementarity between this program and the test of naturalness proposed here. The Higgs couplings test does not suffer from the well-known loopholes which plague direct searches (e.g. special spectra or R-parity violation). At the same time, there seems to be no reason for models where the deviations of hgg and hγγ are suppressed, for whatever reason, to pose unusual difficulties for direct searches. Taken together, the two programs will provide a powerful and robust test of naturalness.
In summary, we believe that the test of naturalness proposed here provides a compelling motivation for the future program of precision Higgs coupling measurements. We hope that this program will be realized in the coming years.
